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ToolKit 的 MDS（Monitor and Discovery Service）和 NWS（Network Weather 
Service）组件完成资源信息的收集，并使用 RedLine 语言来格式化描述资




































The purpose of grid is to solve problems by using wide-range resource 
transparently. Therefore, how to manage resources and schedule computing 
effectively in the grid environment is one of the most important factors of 
successfully performing the grid computing. Resource discovery and selection 
are the core problems of grid resource management. 
This paper introduce the concept of grid, recent development and future 
trend of grid, analyze and study the resource management of grid, and 
summarize the existing four models for resource management and evaluate them 
in a whole. 
Then two existing method of resource discovery are analyzed and in the 
basis of LDAP(Light Directory Access Protocol) technology in directory service, 
a mechanism of resource discovery is proposed. The overall framework, 
working mechanism are introduced in detail and an evaluation is given. The 
existing method of resource selection is also analyzed and an improved 
mechanism of resource selection is proposed to discover and manage resource 
more effectively for the need of applied programs. The mechanism collects the 
resource information by MDS（Monitor and Discovery Service）and NWS
（Network Weather Service）components of Globus ToolKit, and uses RedLine 
language to formatively describe resource, then obtains the optimal resource set 
by RSS (Resource Selection Service). 
Finally, resource selection is finally concluded in an inhibited function 
optimizing problem in the foundation of resource selection mechanism, and Ant 
algorithm is used as resource selection algorithm to promote the capability of 
resource selection. This paper provides a detailed algorithm description, and 
adopts a classical distributed application-- Cactus-- to test the algorithm. The 













algorithm, and the optimal result in global are possibly obtained. 
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第一章 绪论 1 
第一章 绪论 
 “网格”（Grid）概念是一个新出现的概念，代表了一种先进的技术和

























































































Grid Services Architecture）模型[1,2,3]。 
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